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How one girl raises 3 autistic daughters, loses one at Disney world, remains married, has sex,
bakes gluten-free, moves broke, and helps to keep her love of life. Spock? "Dr. Everything was
ideal.) Verify. Penelope Ann Leach (Keep in mind her? I had a 700 dollar Bellini crib for God's
sake! Check. What things to Expect IF YOU ARE Expecting? Check...." And so begins Kim
Stagliano's electrifying and hilarious memoir of her family's journey raising three daughters with
autism. Always outspoken, often touching, and sometimes heartbreaking, Kim Stagliano is a
powerful new voice in comedic writing - her "Kimoir" (as she calls it) is the following must-pay
attention within the autism community and the literary world at large.
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This was the most enjoyable. The mom tells this poignant, true story in an honest and witty
conversational design that made me empathize and admire their strength and resilience. She
first caught my interest with her Huffington Post piece where she coined the term "crapisode" - a
formerly nameless concept that I have been all too acquainted with. What some individuals
would think of as a hopeless circumstance, the parents of three daughters with autism by no
means gave up on their children. It was informative for anyone who works with autistic children
or knows or views someone who is usually autistic or can be a parent of an autistic kid. I would
love to share some of her tales, but I don’ t need to spoil the freshness and joy of reading the
publication. You had me at "Crapisode"! I've been a fan of Kim Stagliano's writing for years. They
loved their young ladies unconditionally regardless of the tremendous sacrifices they had to
make to obtain medical help and the perfect education for them. This book is a real gift to
readers everywhere, whether your lives have touched by autism or not really.Existence with
Autism, Beautifully Written I loved this publication!With honesty and humor, Kim puts into words
the feelings and encounters that so many families suffering from autism are facing. I completely
enjoyed it. But eventually, Kim inspires us to seize hold of this life and live it with enthusiasm and
grace. She makes us cry a little bit, and laugh out loud. The Very First "Kimoir!" CRAPISODES: a
big poo episodeSTAGTRASTROPHE: a big disaster in the Stagliano's lifeKIMOIR: Kim's memoir,
which is what I'll inform you of now ...Kim's very first book, All I COULD Deal with discusses
autism, but this is simply not a book Simply for the autism community. That is a book for
everybody. Anyone who has ever thought, man, my life kinda stinks, or guy, my life is not exactly
what I thought it had been all cracked up to become. As a result, I found myself laughing, crying,
sympathizing, empathizing and actually just rooting for the Stagliano clan. It's for all parents who
battle to get their kids the best no matter what types of obstacles their kids might face. work with
autistic kids.. She's funny and true, she writes points that you won't believe a mother of three
autistic girls would ever say, but they are things that have you cracking up aloud!And when
you're done reading ALL I CAN HANDLE, I'M NO MOTHER TERESA, you will tell yourself, "Man, I
must say i want to meet this family, and I definitely want to meet Mia, Gianna and Bella and hug
the Bejeezus out of these. What a beautiful, funny story from a mother determined to see that
her children had the lives they deserved! A goood read Funny, serious, what worthwhile parent
would do. Kim gets what it really is like to become an autism mom (she understands it x3! This
author is quite the contrary, which is what I treasured abouth this publication. Her feelings are
raw and she exposes very intimately what it feels like to have children with autism. She doesn't
make it all sound like it's ok, or great.. What a story &. It's real and an excellent source of
comfort. Thank you. Honesty, humor and cheers for great parents I found this book eye starting.
Every child should have such a mom. Reading Kim's book you are feeling like you are going out
at Starbuck's communicating with an excellent friend. Kim lays everything at risk and opens her
existence to her visitors, no retains barred.It's for all mothers out there who are doing their
darndest to improve their kids the very best they can. As a mother of a child with autism, I love
reading other mom's undertake the whole experience, and frequently find their written opinions
starchy and a bit fake.) but by no means loses sight of simply being a mom, in addition to a child,
a sibling, a wife and a friend. Sharing the lows combined with the highs, Kim displays us that we
aren't alone - even though we may sometimes believe that way - and that regardless of how
lousy things get, things can look up (even though it isn't apparent at the time). It was well crafted
and I valued the humor. As a mom whose life was permanently changed with my daughter's
medical diagnosis of Autism 8 years ago, I've browse countless books about them. Kim's voice is
usually a refreshing one and I anticipate much more from this terrific author. Honest, Funny & It

gave a genuine and insightful appear of what some parents cope with raising children who are
diagnosed in the Autism spectrum. I buy into the various other reviewers who stated that
reading the reserve felt like having a cup of coffee with the author, nonetheless it was even
better: like having many cups of espresso over many years, hearing the author tell almost
unbelievable stories (losing a child twice on one holiday, unemployment striking the family
members multiple instances, plumbing disasters and rentals from hell) that produce you laugh
and cry and groan in rapid succession. I appreciated the sincerity of this mother in exposing the
"poor days" and the honest feelings which come along with them, but still loving the youngsters
unconditionally. I applaude this set of parents for choosing to combat for the privileges of their
kids and being the best parents under the worst circumstances. The ability to discover humor in
such circumstancees just might end up being an encouragement to various other parents dealing
with the same problems.I truly hope that the reason and treatment for autism will be found
soon. Perseverance of a Mom with 3 Autistic Daughters This was a remarkable story of three
autistic daughters and the perseverance the mother, Kim had in working with them and the
public. Recommended read. Amazing Book about Motherhood--and Autism This book is honest,
funny, and touching. I read it in one weekend--and I did so wish it were much longer, but I guess
I'll have to wait for the sequel! I don't think I truly understood how hard and trying this
prolonged job can be. Kim Stagliano's responses to the occasions of her existence are human,
needless to say, but never once do you hear her complain. Explode, yes (I loved the Valentine's
Day conversation with her newly unemployed husband), but never wallow in self-pity. I really
believe her daughters will proceed quite far! Well done. I hope we'll get to read more. She may
not be Mother Teresa but she sure has her love. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book! The
name grabbed my interest because I've a child & daughter-in-rules who are/have ABA's &All I
COULD Handle is a book is for anyone who just really wants to have a break and browse a tale
from a hilarious and heartfelt article writer who will not make you feel sad or sorry, but will
make you breathe in deep and say, "Thank you God, for making people such as this, and for
offering the world children while sweet seeing that this, and for creating loving households like
this in our world who will not give up and who will take a stand to do what they have confidence
in.. it could become a story where you feel bad for the mom but instead you are rooting for her
and laughing with her. mostly her daughters. She's an encouragement to all or any with any
limitation & The chapter on "my turn" was probably the most moving pieces of writing I've read
in quite some time. Kim includes a great sense of humor Kim includes a great sense of humor.
testament of faith not only in God but her hubby & Poignant I read this book in a single sitting
down.."Kim is this kind of writer.. What a wonderful book in regards to a very special family
members! Loved the book, treasured that she shared this glimpse into their lives. Kim shows us
that we're not alone as she recounts her own journey and the many challenges (Stagtastrophies)
her family members has already established to overcome. No one knows what it is like to walk in
the displays of parents with children ... Nobody knows what it is like to walk in the shows of
parents with kids who have Autism. She shares her life with honesty, humor and faith. Amazing,
heartbreaking These parents are an inspiration to all or any. The description of the girls makes
you love them without ever knowing them. Want to be able to in some way find out if Bella's
abuser was discovered. An honest take on autism. The study is often daunting, but worthwhile
when you u can meet up with the right people.
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